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About This Content

DLC Bundle Iron Set contains the following items:

A set of metal for forging blades. Includes Ground Metal x15, Dojima Steel x10 and Hihiirogane x5.
*Each purchase only applies once per savedata.

*If inventory is full, free up space and speak to the specter in the cemetery.
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Publisher:
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 64Mb RAM and support for v3 shaders

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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way of the samurai 4 - iron set. way of the samurai 4 iron set dlc

quot; Тихоокеанский рубеж " только без Кайдзю. Геймплей веселый.. This isn't a Match-3 by the way, it's a game very
similar to Diner Dash. IT can be a little TOO fast sometimes, but otherwise it's a simple enough game, with nice, decent
gameplay.. literally only reviewing this cuz im so salty they dont have the last heart segments THE BEST PART WHERE IT
GOES DUN DUN DUN DUN LIKE CMON smh u couldve cut the song off after that part. 1990s-era point-and-click that's
showing its age.

The puzzles and controls are just too annoying and the graphics are dated. The story didn't hook me, so I didn't feel a desire to
try to finish this one.. couldn't get it installed. I loved this game and I still do but I just feel that it can become a bit stale after
200+ hours; you can only play as Great Britain, Austria, Prussia and Russia in the Coalition. You also have the French
campaigns in Italy, Egypt and Europe but that's it! The only way is not by skill but by buying DLC, which even has a historical
battle!

I don't really like CA's DLC policy but they do make very good games and this is no exception! They did improve many
features from Empire, which was, in my opinion, more fun but less complete. NTW had unique units in the campaign even
without DLC and Empire might be the same, IDK. Naval combat is WAY better in NTW, so well done, CA!. Played a few
quick rounds, had a lot of fun. Teamplay is key in this game, i really like the 2v2v2 modes. Quite challanging at the beginning,
but with a good teammate helping you out with some extra credits to buy new ships it gets better every round. Together you can
surround your enemies in the narrow pathways and decimate their fleet easily. Beware of the creatures in the deep sea, they can
easily destroy your ships if your not carefule while leaping over the canyon.
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Brillant as always I love the puzzels very relaxing .. japan and space are my favorites to just relax , very well put together good
job... Here we finally have a seperate release of the Maniac Mansion game avalible for Steam for the first time. I've previously
did a mini review of this game for Day of the Tentacle as it was playable in its entirety in that game alone. So for this review I
will discuss the game in great detail since I'm not talking about the sequel this time around. Maniac Mansion was a LucasArts
game from the year 1987 that revolves on the plot of a mad scientist named Dr. Fred Edison who wasn't quite himself after he
came into contact with a mysterious meteor from space that has mind controlling powers that took away Dr. Edison's free will.
20 years later, Dr. Edison abducted a college girl named Sandy as a test subject for his diabolical plans that are being made upon
orders from the meteor. Dave Miller, Sandy's boyfriend locates his captured girlfriend at the Edison Mansion that is located
somewhere in the countryside. Rather than calling the police to apprehand the mad doctor, Dave chooses the Scooby Doo route
by recruiting two of his friends to rescue Sandy. The mansion is not out of the ordinary as there are traps, hidden rooms, and the
presence of two disembodied tentacles that the Edison family keep as pets. With the help of two friends, Dave is likely to rescue
his girlfriend or die trying.

Maniac Mansion was an innovating adventure of its time as it was the first LucasArts game to utilize the SCUMM(Script
Creation Utility for Maniac Mansion) game engine. Commands like 'look', 'give', 'use' etc. were among the fuctions of the game
giving players various options during the gameplay. Future LucasArts adventure games would use this concept until other game
engines came along to replace it. The game has six different characters to select with Dave as the default choice with the
additional two friends of his being one of the six choices. Each character has his or her own special skills and effects the out
come of the game. Among the choices is Bernard who is the only recuring character for the Day of the Tentacle. So I always
include him in the party, but you are welcome to choose whoever in order to see the different endings. The game was directed
by Ron Gilbert who would later direct the first two Monkey Island games as well as the first Putt-Putt & Spy Fox games from
Humongous Entertainment. A then unknown Tim Schafer was among the programmers for this game, he would later write for
Secret of Monkey Island & co-directed Day of the Tentacle which got his computer adventure game career rolling.

The overall plot of the game is a parody to various monster B rated movies, the Edisons are on par with the Addams Family and
the Edison Mansion was model after the Skywalker Ranch house. Comparing this game to todays games shows how far
adventure games have went. This game is dated but should be taken for what it is as it did provided inspiration for future
adventure games and jump started some of the original programmers careers. It spawn an even better sequel Day of the
Tentacle, which I already said what I needed to say about that game. Read my review on that for more details. Maniac Mansion
holds an importance to the history of games, an importance that shouldn't be ignored as given reasons aboved.. This game is
definitely going to be fired up at my next party.

10\/10 insane value. Would purchase again. (Will purchase agian.). its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Rogue-like-like-like
genre.

Pros:
- Neat UI;
- Well-designed;

Cons:
- Poor combat & upgrade systems;
- Repetitive gameplay (including quests and RWG);
- Disturbing music;
- Limited servers (600 x 2 players);
- No custom game\/difficulty settings;

To be noticed:
- Death changes nothing;
- Unable to customize character;
- No offline mode;
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